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Shower Ramp Installation 
 

 

This Sistine Stone Shower ramp was designed to allow better access to the shower. It 

was designed to be installed over an existing floor whether it be tiled or laminate flooring. 

Follow the instructions below for proper installation. 
 

WARNING: Ramp may be slippery when wet. 

Fitment and Cleaning: 

 
1. Dry fit the ramp into position (fig. 1). Be sure the ramp will 

be in the best position that will allow for best access for the 

shower. Make sure the ramp sits flush against the shower 

threshold and flat on the floor. 

2. Lightly sand the front face and bottom of the ramp with 60 

grit sand paper. This will increase the bond with the silicone. 

If installing two ramps side by side sand the side faces that 

will touch (fig. 2). 

3. Clean the area that the ramp will cover. Remove any loose 

debris and then clean with a solution of warm water and 

dish soap. This will help remove any oil or grease from the 

surfaces. 

4. Clean the front face and bottom face of the ramp also 

with the solution.  

5. Dry both areas completely before installation. Make sure 

there is no water or moisture on the floor or the ramp. 

 

Installation: 

 
6. Apply 100% silicone to the front face and bottom of the 

ramp. Create a border 1/2” in from the edges and fill in the 

rest using a zig-zag pattern (fig. 3). Refer to the silicone 

manufacturer’s recommendations for proper application.  

7. Carefully place the ramp into position. Push the ramp up 

against the shower threshold and down onto the floor. 

8. Wipe away any excess silicone with a clean cloth. 

9. If installing two ramps install the second ramp in the same 

way as before. Add silicone to the side faces that will 

touch in the center if applicable. 

10. Allow the silicone to completely dry before using the ramp. 

Refer to the silicone manufacturer’s recommendations for 

proper drying time. 

 

Grout Application: 

 
11. After the silicone has completely dried apply grout around 

the edges of the ramp (fig. 4).  

12. If you have installed two ramps side by side you can also 

grout the center line between the two ramps. 

13. Follow the directions of the specific grout you will be using. 

 


